Automated feedback control of subcutaneous glucose concentration in diabetic dogs.
The subcutaneous tissue is generally considered as a potential site for the monitoring of intracorporal glucose concentration by means of implanted sensors. We studied the suitability of using the resulting signal from the interstitial glucose concentration as an input in a feedback-controlled system for insulin administration. Miniaturized glucose electrodes (amperometric glucose oxidase sensors for the measurement of hydrogen peroxide) were implanted in insulin-dependent diabetic dogs. The output of these sensors was fed into the controller of a bedside-type artificial B cell. Insulin was infused by the device intravenously on the basis of a proportional-differential algorithm. The glucose patterns were compared to identical experiments where feedback control was accomplished on the basis of paracorporal blood glucose measurement using the same algorithm. Normoglycaemia was restored and maintained in both sets of experiments and oral glucose loads were well compensated for. It is concluded that the apparent subcutaneous glucose concentration is appropriate as an input signal for an artificial B cell.